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For one day in rural central Wisconsin, the dead came back to life. Now the living and the recently

returned struggle to maintain a sense of normalcy amidst political and religious conflicts. Officer

Dana Cypress is hot on the trail of a man she believes may have murdered her sister Em, but Em

herself is on a quest through the snowy woods to find the strange glowing creature that haunts a

child.
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This is by far my fav new comic to come out. There is nothing really new i can say that others havnt

said before me, except that if you made it this far just keep going this series gets better and better

as you keep reading. Great jog by image comics!

This continues the story in the first two volumes in extra creepy ways that I can't get into without

spoiling the story.While the revival of the dead in the area is turning some from god, others are

turning to god even though science is suggesting an answer -- is this our doing by the misuse of

technology?We also find that even in the households where the revived have been welcomed back

that there are deep, deep fears threatening family happiness.To top it all off we get insight into the

creatures lurking about and what they may want and it may shock you, it did me and yet it made

perfect sense.



The mystery keeps on piling up and the players keep on showing more sides of themselves amidst

the drama. Given it's a continuation there isn't much else to say, but I am looking forward to the next

part of the story and seeing what happens.

Revival Volume 3: A Faraway Place is my favorite volume of the three. Yes, the first two fleshed out

the scene and characters, the plot, ect; I recall after reading the second volume my hesitation and

worry that the inclined highs and rushes of excitement that was induced by reading this specific

series would be limited. That being said, the third volume really highlighted everything for me in

regards to making me a believer in this particular series. The first two volumes will be an enjoyable

read, but this volume is by far my favorite. Due to the nature of the themes and imagery in this

series I can completely understand the [short] delay, and it was well received. The story really gets

fleshed out in the best, craziest of ways, and I cannot wait for the next volume.

Wow! I have read the first two volumes of "Revival" and now the third and all of them have been

amazing! Interesting and novel ideas, great characterization, and just plain fun to read. I can't wait

for the next volume!

Revival is a a heart-felt horror story with a strong female lead. It makes a great gift for young women

entering the police academy or joining a small town's police force.The tone of Revival is very

different from Seeley's Hack/Slash. It isn't as funny, but it's much more sophisticated.If they make a

movie of Revival, I hope they open the film with John Sebastian's Welcome Back.

They tried really hard to develop their inter-character relationships in this one, and it shows. It's not

perfect, but they seem to have made a genuine effort, and it was enjoyable all around. This avoids

the "Girls" trap of always pushing for social conflict, so the mood is more pleasant and realistic.

This really is a great spin on the whole "zombie" genre. Art is detailed, color fitting, and story line

that leaves me VERY hungry for more.
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